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IL RUOLO DELLA 
PREABILITAZIONE E DELLA 
PERDITA DI PESO
PREOPERATORIA: 
il punto di vista del chirurgo



WHAT IS PREHABILITATION?

With the term surgical Prehabilitation we intend a series of interventions directed to patients 
awating surgery, which have the objective to improve the functional capacity, lower the SSI/SSO and 
recurrence.



WHY USE PREHABILITATION IN  ABDOMINAL WALL SURGERY?

• Reduce  SSI/SSO rate
• Reduce long term hernia recurrence
• Reduce hospital stay
• Improve QoL





IS IT POSSIBLE TO ASSESS 
PREHABILITATION PROTOCOLS FOR 
ABDOMINAL WALL SURGERY ?







• Diabetes
• Smoking cessation
• Obesity
• Nutrition
• Physical exercise
• COPD
• Renal disease

The strategies examined were optimization of:

a separate literature search was conducted, allowing for seven 
different sub-reviews



OBESITY



Conclusion: BMI ≥ 32 is associated with greater morbidity following open, but not laparoscopic VHR. The relevance of BMI may be more pronounced in open VHR and must 
be considered for stratifying risk, improving out comes, and optimizing care. Key message: Body mass index (BMI)continues to be a relevant factor in morbidity and resource 
use for elective open ventral hernia repair (VHR). A BMI of 32 serves as the threshold for significant increase in overall complications following open VHR, though this 
association is not observed in operations performed laparoscopically.



CONCLUSION: Even though the patients in the LUHR group had a higher BMI, higher rates of diabetes, hypertension, current smoking status, and longer 
operative times, they had decreased post-operative wound complications compared to patients in the OUHR group. This study supports the superiority of LUHR 
compared to OUHR in patients with obesity in regards to decreased wound complications, especially in the non-elective setting.



Conclusion: Class III obesity is associated with longer length of hospital stay 
after laparoscopic ventral hernia repair, but without differences in postoperative 
complications and long-term outcomes compared with class I and class II 
obesity



Conclusions LVHR in the morbidly obese population is
both safe and feasible, although there is a higher, but still
acceptable recurrence rate. Despite the increased risk for
recurrence, LVHR in morbidly obese patients minimizes
the potential wound and mesh complications that frequently
occur for open mesh repair in this group of patients

Conclusions: LVHR repair is related to a decreased risk for
superficial SSI’s and LOS in obese patients, without extending OT.

Conclusion Initial findings of our data support the benefits of elective MIS 
approach to AWR for patients with higher BMI.
These patients derive similar benefits, such as faster recovery with low 
recurrence rates, when compared to lower BMI
patients, while avoiding preoperative hernia incarceration, postoperative 
wound complications, and hernia recurrences. Future
follow-up is required to establish long-term perioperative and quality of life 
outcomes in this patient cohort.



CONCLUSION We found similar hernia recurrence, seroma, hematoma, and SSI rates in patients undergoing ventral hernia 
repair who underwent preoperative optimization. Further controlled prospective studies are needed to assess the optimal 
candidates and prehabilitation strategy for obese patients seeking ventral hernia repair.

Hernia recurrence was not statiscally 
different between intervention and 
control group. 

Subgroup analysis of recurrence in 
patients who underwent bariatric 
surgery was not statistically different 
between intervention and control group.

Occurrence of seroma was 
not statistically different 
between intervention and 
control group.

Occurrence of hematoma was not 
statistically different between 
intervention and control group.

Occurrence of surgical site 
infection was not statistically 
different between 
intervention and control 
group.

Rate of reoperation was not 
statistically different between 
intervention and control group.

Overall complications was not statistical  
different between intervention and contro  
group. 

Subgroup analysis of overall complicatio  
in patients who 
lost weight and patients who did
not lose weight was not statistically 
different between intervention and contro  
group. Figure 

Subgroup analysis of overall complicatio  
in patients who 
underwent bariatric surgery was not 
statistically different between interventio  
and control group.



CONCLUSIONS
A prehabilitation program for obese patients is feasible to
implement at a safety-net hospital. 
Those patients undergoing prehabilitation have a higher likelihood of 
being hernia-free and complication-free at 30 days postoperatively.
However, prehabilitation tended to draw more patients away from the 
study and it may be associated with an increased risk for emergent VHR.
Although further trials and long-term outcomes are needed, 
prehabilitation may benefit surgical patients who are obese and with 
poor fitness.



Results: 
Eleven studies and 3199 patients were included in the meta-analysis. BMI >40 kg/m 2 
cutoff analysis included 5 studies and 1533 patients; 
No differences in hernia recurrence [odds ratios (OR): 1.64; 95% CI: 0.57-4.68; P = 
0.36; I2 = 47%), seroma, hematoma, and surgical site infection (SSI) rates were noted. 
BMI >35 kg/m 2 cutoff analysis included 5 studies and 1403 patients; no differences in 
hernia recurrence (OR: 1.24; 95% CI: 0.71-2.16; P = 0.58; I2 = 0%), seroma, 
hematoma, and SSI rates were noted. BMI >30 kg/m 2 cutoff analysis included 4 
studies and 385 patients; no differences in hernia recurrence (OR: 2.07; 95% CI: 0.5-
8.54; P = 0.32; I2 = 0%), seroma, hematoma, and SSI rates were noted. 

Conclusion: Patients with high BMI undergoing MIS VHR have similar hernia recurrence, seroma, 
hematoma, and SSI rates compared with patients with lower BMI. Further prospective studies with long-
term follow-up and patient-reported outcomes are required to establish optimal management in obese 
patients undergoing VHR. 



Conclusion
A threshold of BMI ≥ 50 kg/m 2 was determined to be an independent risk factor for surgical and medical complications after minimally invasive VHR. Surgeons may 
consider this approach for patients with elevated BMIs to reduce their risk of post-operative complications if clinically appropriate



OBESITY

THE ROLE OF OBESITY IN THE PATHOGENESIS OF VENTRAL HERNIAS

Several studies identify BMI as a key factor for the development of 
primary ventral hernias and incisional hernias

DIVERSE RISK FACTORS:

• Increase of intrabdominal pressure

• Increase on abdominal circumference 

• Increased risk of SSI



OBESITY

Non operative weight-loss intervention

Diet high in fat 
and proteins and 

low in 
carbohydrates

Diet that 
restricts the 

intake to 1000 to 
1200 calories 

per day

Diet that 
involves eating 
fewer than 800 
kilocalories per 

day

Ketogenic diet Very low calories diet Low calories diet

Studies have been shown to be effective at short-term weight loss, with 
dieters typically losing 10% to 20% of their initial body weight. 



OBESITY

Operative weight-loss intervention

INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON 
THERAPY

LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE 
GASTRECTOMY 

is recommended as procedure of 
choice since there is no manipulation of the 
intestine and it is a procedure with lower 
postoperative risk, lower risk of complication 
related to abdominal wall hernia and rapid 
loss of weight

BARIATRIC SURGERY

STAGED APPROACH
“The evidence seems to increase in favor of a 

staged approach in patients with morbid 
obesity and abdominal hernia”

«Bariatric surgery appears to provide far more 
significant and rapid weight loss than other 
modalities and would be a good option for selected 
patients with severe obesity and large AWH.» 

PROs:

Postoperative morbidity

Wound complications and recurrence rates after preoperative 
weight loss

Difficulty of repair in patients with large chronic hernias or loss of 
domain: succesful repair 

Control of comorbidities such as diabetes



The dark side of prehab



Conclusion: Achieving weight loss can be a significant obstacle to elective ventral hernia repair for obese patients. 
Overall engagement in our institutional weight loss program was low. Referral to a Weight Management Navigator 
did increase the success rate for weight loss in our study population for those who participated. Obesity remains a 
difficult barrier to overcome for both patients and surgeons



Conclusion: Weight loss trials in elective hernia patients appear to be safe, although they
result in significant delay to surgery and confer no difference in postoperative outcomes. Thus,
efficacy of preoperative weight loss trials may be limited.





Conclusion: For primary and incisional hernias, mainly 
defects of 3–4 cm were associated with incarceration. For
primary hernias, mainly defects located in the peri- and infra-
umbilical region were associated with incarceration.
Based on patient and hernia characteristics, patients with 
increased odds for incarceration may be selected and these 
patients may benefit from elective surgical treatment



Conclusions: Incarceration is an uncommon complication 
of NOM but is associated with a significant risk of death. 
Tailored decision making for elective repair and 
considering the aforementioned risk factors for 
incarceration provides an initial step toward mitigating the 
excess morbidity and mortality of an incarceration event. 







Key Points/Conclusions
1- Prehab compliant patients

2- Be careful with potential hernia complication prior to surgery

3- Correctly plane the kind of surgery/approach 

4- Consider prehab with weight loss surgery if indicated
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